Abstract k-tuple zeta functions localize prime-power k-tuples in the pair-wise coprime k-lattices N k . As such, the set of all N k along with their associated zeta functions encode the natural numbers N, and so Z ≥0 can be represented by projection from the N k onto R + . Accordingly, counting points of Z ≥0 can be implemented in N k . Exploiting this observation, we derive explicit formulae for counting prime-power k-tuples and use them to count lattice points in well-behaved bounded regions in R 2 . In particular, we count the lattice points contained in the circle S 1 . The counting readily extends to well-behaved bounded regions in R n .
Introduction
Constructing explicit summatory functions on Z n is mostly trivial with Fourier techniques. But as soon as a boundary is imposed, identifying lattice points that are close to the boundary becomes difficult. The difficulty stems from Fourier duality, and it is the salient feature of virtually all lattice-point counting problems. At issue is the fact that improving geometric localization via Fourier transform produces the opposite effect in the dual parameter space, and the presence of a proximate boundary makes it increasingly difficult to control error terms in the transforms.
In this note we are proposing a new method of locating lattice points that can be characterized as algebraic localization. It is based on two observations: first, the natural numbers are represented by points in the pair-wise coprime k-lattices N k ; and second, one can define k-lattice analogs of the Riemann zeta function that implement prime-power k-tuple counting. All together, these allow one to count integers in a bounded domain on Z ≥0 , and the k-tuple zeta zeros (which unfortunately we do not know yet) dictate the achievable error control. In particular, if we are lucky enough that the zeros obey the Riemann hypothesis(RH), then the error can be anticipated to be of the same order as Chebyshev ψ(x) under the RH.
As this is a short note, the presentation will be fairly sparse. We begin by constructing an explicit formula for counting prime powers up to a cut-off x. If we want to count all integers, it is clear that the prime-power counting function will have to be generalized to prime-power k-tuples. Counting prime k-tuples has been studied in [1] . Both exact and explicit formulae were developed. We use these to construct explicit formulae for counting prime-power k-tuples. Without the k-tuple zeta zeros, we can't reduce the explicit formulae to sums of residues. Nevertheless, the explicit formulae can be used to formally count lattice points in well-behaved bounded domains in R n . As an example we count the number of lattice points contained in the circle S 1 of radius R and posit the error goes like O(R 1/2+ǫ ) if the k-tuple zeta zeros abide by the RH.
Counting prime powers
Start with the well-known explicit formula for counting weighted prime powers;
with the principle value prescription for the exponential integral. Our goal is to sum over prime powers without the 1/k weight. To that end, consider the cousin of the Riemann zeta function
where the convergence for ℜ(s) > 1 follows by comparison with ζ(s). Clearly the righthand side is just the prime zeta function P (s) (up to a minus sign). Consequently, since
log(ζ(ms)), equation (2.1) yields an explicit formula for primes;
This in turn yields an explicit expression for the total number of prime powers up to a cut-off x;
(2.4)
Counting prime-power k-tuples
Now extend the prime-power counting from the previous section to the pair-wise coprime k-lattice N k . Given two sets of integers
Notice that n (k) is the geometric mean of n k = (n, n + h 2 , . . . , n + h k ). Remark that admissibility of H k is not an issue here since we are considering prime-power k-tuples.
It is useful to construct the Moebius inverse:
.
(3.5)
Although z (k) (s) and ζ (k) (s) are related through Moebius, we view ζ (k) (s) as more fundamental since it characterizes prime powers in N k . And prime powers -not just primes -seem to follow a gamma distribution [1] . Just like the k = 1 case from the previous section, the k-tuple log-zeta functions can be used to locate prime and prime-power k-tuples. Let P k be the set of prime k-tuples where p k = (p, p + h 2 , . . . , p + h k ) ∈ P k ⊂ N k and where H k := {0, h 2 , . . . , h k } is not necessarily admissible.
Claim 3.1 Put r = r + ǫ with r ∈ N + and 0 < ǫ < 1. Let σ a be the abscissa of absolute convergence of
. Then, for c > σ a , the number of prime k-tuples up to
Observe that H k determines a ray in N k , and π (k) (x) only counts the number of prime k-tuples along that ray. To get the total number of prime k-tuples up to the cut-off x requires a sum over all allowed combinations of H k constrained by the cut-off.
Proof sketch: Integrate (3.6) by parts. The boundary term vanishes because: i) a comparison test with log(ζ(s)) yields a finite σ a so
for c > σ a ; and ii) lim t→∞ |Ei(log( r 
for c > σ a to get
where the third equality follows from the lemma. (Justifying the interchange of the sum and integral is straightforward, and interchange of the T -limit and sum is allowed because the summand contains O(n −c ) with c > σ a .)
Let us write x
represents the number of prime-power k-tuples along the ray determined by H k up to the cut-off x. Clearly the upper limit of the sum can be replaced by some 0 < M(x, k) < ∞. Hence, the fundamental theorem of arithmetic implies
where the sum over k includes all allowed H k , i.e. so that r(r + h 2 ) · · · (r + h k ) = x. The upper limit of the sums can be replaced by some 0 < M(x) < ∞.
It is interesting to note that the average number of prime-power k-tuples associated with a particular H k is conjectured [1] to be
where
is the singular series. Asymptotically, this is the HardyLittlewood k-tuple conjecture, and it is not immediately obvious that the sum over all allowed H k will produce O(x). On the other hand, Gallagher [2] showed that for fixed k h≤x C (k) ∼ x k as x → ∞ where h := max(h i ∈ H k ). In this limit we have 14) and the sum over k yields
-hence all is well. At the risk of pointing out the obvious, if the k-tuple zeta functions exist and are well defined, (3.12) furnishes an explicit lattice-point counting function. Additionally, if their zeros follow the RH, the fact that the averages combine to give O(x) suggests the sums contributing to ⌊x⌋ will yield an error of O(x 1/2+ǫ ).
Counting lattice points
Let f : [0, x] ⊂ R + → R + be a piece-wise continuous bijection. We want to count the points in Z 2 ≥0 under the graph of f . Given (3.12), the task is easy enough: Claim 4.1
Of course the right-hand side includes a rather involved sum over allowed H k and evaluations of their associated explicit integrals. Nevertheless, the expression constitutes an explicit formula, and extension to higher dimension lattices is immediate.
As an exercise, let's pretend the k-tuple zeta zeros lie on ℜ(s) = 1/2. We want to count the lattice points in the upper quadrant of the circle f (r) = √ R 2 − r 2 . More to the point, we want to estimate the error E(R) where
To that end, note that we can count the square ⌊ where the last line is conjectured assuming the RH for the k-tuple zeta. Similarly, the calculation indicates conjectured error terms for spheres S n ⊂ R n+1 will go like O R n/2+ǫ . These conincide with previously conjectured and expected sharpest errors. The point is, the error due to algebraic localization comes solely from the floor function at the boundary. If we are lucky and the k-tuple zeta zeros are governed by the RH, then this exercise suggests the error for any well-behaved, codimension-one subspace in R n of length unit R j will go like O R j/2+ǫ . In particular, for the hyperbola this suggests O R 1/4+ǫ . Of course our formal and elementary arguments are no substitute for a rigorous and thorough treatment, but hopefully they will serve as motivation to do so.
